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Background

● In June 2020, the Mexican Senate changed the Federal Copyright Law and 
the Federal Penal Code in compliance with the intellectual property chapter 
of the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA).

● Those modifications were made without public discussion, through a 
fast-track procedure, even when Mexico had a three-year term limit to 
implement the changes. 

● The leader of Senate publicly accepted that this was a political move to 
“strengthen the President” on a forthcoming visit to the U.S. 



The risks

● Changes enacted in the Mexican copyright law imported some of the 
hardest provisions of the U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), 
such as the notice-and-takedown mechanism, and punished the 
circumvention of technological barriers (DRM) for legitimate purposes.

● These modifications violate the right to freedom of speech, access to 
information. They also endanger activities such as repairing, adapting, or 
researching technologies; and the preservation of cultural works that 
require the circumvention of DRM. 



What could be done?

● Mexican law gives the National Human Rights Commission (CNDH) the 
power to challenge the constitutionality of the reforms to the Supreme 
Court. The Commission had 30 calendar days to contest the law since its 
enacting (July 1st).

● With that deadline in mind, the main goal became to create a 
communications and advocacy campaign to press the Commission into 
challenging the law.



Step 1: Get your 
team together



#NiCensuraNiCandados

● Several organizations (including Creative Commons México) built a 
coalition to coordinate their efforts. The group was named No censorship, 
no locks (#NiCensuraNiCandados), as a recall of our main concerns.

● We developed a graphic identity to help people identify our cause. We also 
created a website to concentrate the information.

● We worked with a node system: 6-7 organizations participated in the 
development of the strategy; then, each of them disseminated the 
information with other stakeholders related to their area of expertise.



Website screenshot. Translation: “Ni Censura Ni Candados is a coalition conformed by organizations, collectives, 
companies and people committed to the freedom of speech and the right to repair”



Translation: “Press release #NiCensuraNiCandados: We condemn the enacting of reforms that establish Internet 
censorship mechanisms and criminalize DRM circumvention. We thank your reading and sharing”. July 1st, 2020. 



Step 2: Educate 
your audiences



Copyright 101

● Copyright is a hard nut to crack for the general audience. They usually 
don’t know about the problem or get lost with the legal language. At the 
beginning, we focused on explaining the issue and its implications.

● An useful exercise is to identify 4-5 key points and stick to them. You 
should be careful to not oversimplify your cause. You can avoid this by 
creating easy-to-read educational materials.

● Media play an important role in this strategy. You should seize every 
opportunity. If you don’t have media contacts, you can create your own 
spaces through streaming in your own platforms.



Website screenshot. FAQ section. Translated questions: “What do the reforms have to do with the USMCA? What is 
the notice and takedown system? What is next if my content had been removed?”



Live streaming invitation. Translation: “Frequently asked questions about the recent copyright reforms. Wed. 
July 8th, 12:30 h. Luis Fernando García, R3D’s Executive Director”.



Informative material about the process of challenging the law. (CC-BY) Red en Defensa de los Derechos Digitales.



Step 3: Tell them 
how they can help



Call to action

● Channel the participation into action. We put a form in our website to send 
an email to the head of the Commission. At the end of the campaign, we 
gathered 70k emails sent.

● You should work with your grassroots supporters. If you have the means, 
help the organize online events or virtual actions. Articulation is crucial. If 
someone outside your movement is willing to help, welcome them!

● International support is really helpful. Don’t be afraid of reaching other 
organizations with similar concerns, especially if they are involved in your 
ecosystem.



International support flyer by Derechos Digitales. They coordinated a joint declaration with other several 
organizations in Latin America and the U.S.



Digital flyers to streaming events regarding #NiCensuraNiCandados.



Step 4: Reach the 
decision-makers



Reforming the reform

● You should aim to the decision-makers (and sometimes, they will reach 
you!). A person working in the Commission contacted us and helped us to 
had a conversation with their legal area. We had the opportunity to 
present our arguments. On August 3rd, the CNDH announced that they 
challenged the law.

● We were also contacted by Senator Antares Vázquez, who presented a 
reform to the law following the recommendations of the civil society, to 
amend the changes and introduce broader exemptions to copyright 
protections and DRM circumvention.



Translation: “We made it! Thanks to the participation of +70k persons like you through 
#NiCensuraNiCandados, the CNDH presented a constitutional challenge to the copyrights reforms.



Step 5: Play for 
the long game



Changes take time

● Copyright reform won’t be undone easily. Supreme Court will decide about 
the constitutionality of the law within a year. That doesn’t mean you 
should give up. You should play for the long game.

● On September, we helped organize an event in the Senate. Organizations 
such as Creative Commons, EFF, Wikimedia Foundation, Article 19, 
Greenpeace, R3D and Derechos Digitales gave public briefings about 
copyright reforms, fair use and DRM circumvention. Their arguments will 
be taken into account in the discussion of Ms. Vazquez copyright bill.



Translation: “Briefings: Towards an integral copyright reform: new perspectives. September 7th, 10th and 
11th, 2020. 10:00 - 12:00 h. Briefings will be transmitted through the Congress channel”.



EFF’s tweet about Senate briefings in Mexico. September 10, 2020.
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the organizations that helped 
us with this campaign. Our 
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